Youth Sport Trust Conference 2022: Inspiring Changemakers
NeXworking by Nexus Education
Do you want to avoid the miles walked at exhibitions? Have you ever wished you had a personal
assistant available to set up bespoke meetings with solution providers for you? Do you want more
time to enjoy the amazing CPD on offer? If so, then join 2,000 other schools around the UK who have
enjoyed NeXworking.
NeXworking is a fast paced, FREE, 90-minute session taking place
during the conference within the exhibition hall, where we’ll take
the issues you’re facing and then present six solutions in a speed
networking format alongside up to 40 of your colleagues from
across the UK. You’ll get access to 1 on 1 time with some of our
YST Conference exhibitors and learn more about the
opportunities and solutions they can provide for schools.
For more information on what to expect from the NeXworking session at YST Conference, please see
our video here.
What do we need from you?
Simple; all we need is you to fill in a short survey on the areas you’re looking to explore at the
conference and then we’ll use our years of experience to match you up to solutions on the day. To
receive the survey, you just need to tick ‘yes’ to finding out more information about the
NeXworking opportunity when completing your YST Conference registration.
You turn up to the 90-minute NeXworking slot and we’ll wow
you with solutions other schools are successfully implementing
to solve issues you are having now.
It’s free and there is absolutely no obligation to purchase
anything or take forward your interest on the day.

‘’You get to meet hand picked providers that are completely relevant to you due to the Nexus team’s
great qualifying process before your meeting. If we hadn’t booked with Nexus then we would have
missed out on products and services that will help transform how our schools work!’’
Sarah - SBM, Wirral

